nology, from network design to distributed computing to operating systems.
The DARPA Network Challenge from the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) offers one example, with a social networking twist. Last December, DARPA tethered 10 red weather balloons at undisclosed locations across the continental U.S. DAR-PA's challenge: Be the first team to find all 10 balloons.
Success would depend on a competitor's ability to assemble a large group of geographically dispersed volunteers. "We wanted to understand how you could rapidly mobilize a very large team to solve a hard problem, and how to do that in an adversarial environment," says Peter Lee, a DARPA director. Also, DARPA wanted to learn how teams
mechanism Design meets computer Science

A field emerging from economics is teaming up with computer science to improve auctions, supply chains, and communication protocols.
news would use social networks and crowdsourcing as this might aid in military intelligence gathering.
The DARPA experiment was not conceived specifically as an exercise in mechanism design, but many of the teams, including the winning one from Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), profitably employed those principles, Lee says. For example, the MIT team found all 10 balloons in less than nine hours by devising a clever way to motivate a large number of volunteers through a recursive incentive scheme.
An obvious financial incentive would be to promise anyone who found and reported a balloon to the winning team a part of the $40,000 prize money. Some teams did just that. But the MIT team knew it not only had to motivate people to look for and report balloons, but also to find lots of additional people to help them locate the balloons.
The MIT team recruited an initial cadre of volunteers via email, then encouraged each volunteer to establish a personal chain of participants: A recruits B, who recruits C, who recruits D, and so on. The first person to report a balloon gets $2,000, and more payments propagate through the chain back from that person. D finds a balloon and gets $2,000, C gets $1,000, B gets $500, and A gets $250.
"There were people who actually made $1,000 for posting a tweet," says Galen Pickard, a computer and cognitive scientist at MIT. "Everyone was incentivized to get the word out, and that's mechanism design." Pickard says 5,000 people signed up to assist the MIT team, and estimates that two million people received email, Twitter, or Facebook requests for help.
The second-place team from Georgia Institute of Technology did almost as well, finding nine balloons in a largely more traditional way, via old media, including an article in The Wall Street Journal and an interview on National Public Radio. That put Georgia Tech near the top of the results in a Google search for "DARPA Red Balloon," says Ethan Trewhitt, a research engineer at Georgia Tech. "The crowdsourcing thing was not as big a thing as the old media, which are machines built for this purpose," he says.
making auctions Pay
Tuomas Sandholm, director of the Agent-Mediated Electronic Marketplaces Laboratory at Carnegie Mellon University, has taken the basic concepts of mechanism design and extended and implemented them in novel ways. For example, he has pioneered automated mechanism design, by which complex mechanisms are devised by computers, not humans.
Many real-world applications of mechanism design are complex indeed. For example, Procter & Gamble (P&G) seeks to optimize its supply chain by getting annual bids for trucking services across North America. P&G uses a mechanism design-based combinatorial auction, designed by Sandholm, in which participants can bid for individual items or packages of items, in combinations specified by them. "It's a very complex optimization problem for both parties, with lots of constraints," Sandholm says.
Likewise, Paul Milgrom, an economist at Stanford University, co-designed the simultaneous ascending auction used by the U.S. Federal Communications Commission in its sale of radio spectrum licenses in the mid-1990s. According to the National Academy of Sciences, "The auction broke all records for sale of public property and has been widely copied in other countries," while the National Science Foundation (NSF) hailed it as a "victory for the field of game theory."
Milgrom's early work, in the 1980s, mostly dealt with situations in which there was a market-clearing or equilibrium price, and the auction would simply find it. But more recently he's worked with combinatorial auctions, where there often is no such single price and the computation of efficient outcomes is generally NP-hard. Managing the resulting complexity demands the application of computer science techniques.
Milgrom says he's working on dynamic resource allocation auctions in which, for example, a seller might have to decide to accept a bid now or wait for a better one tomorrow. More generally, it's the challenge of efficiently allocating a given resource, such as communication bandwidth, repeatedly over time. Buyers, or users, learn more about the resource's value by using it. "Some of the best work in this area has been done by computer scientists," Milgrom says.
Milgrom's work with mechanism design, stretching back some three decades, clearly is not at an end. Last year, a company he started, Auctionomics, won an NSF grant to develop auction software that allows bidders to specify budget constraints. "Multi-item auction design has been at the frontier of research in economics and computer science over the past 15 years," NSF notes. "Yet no existing mechanism enables effective competition when bidders face serious budget constraints."
Meanwhile, mechanism design is also being used to solve problems of network congestion. TCP/IP communication protocols are based on the assumption that when a computer sees congestion, it will temporarily delay sending data. "But when TCP competes for bandwidth with other 'non-polite' protocols, such as UDP, it ends up being squeezed away completely," says Noam Nisan, a computer scientist at Hebrew University in Jerusalem.
Nisan says that all work on communication protocols today should consider the fact that computers are connected yet controlled by "different, selfish entities." Mechanism design can provide a framework for optimizing those protocols, he says. For example, he cites recent research-namely, "Interdomain Routing and Games" by economist Hagay Levin and computer scientists Michael Schapira and Aviv Zohar from the Hebrew University of Jerusalem-that shows that the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), which is used for Internet routing among competing domains, could,
The miT team located all 10 red balloons in less than nine hours by devising a clever way to motivate a large number of volunteers through a recursive incentive scheme. news one of P&G's combinatorial auctions, in isolation, as much of economic theory assumes. But if an auction is repeated, buyers and bidders learn something about each other, and that knowledge can lead to behaviors that are both undesirable and not predicted by theory.
Similarly, notions of rationality may be mathematically pure in economics, but "actual human behavior is a lot more complicated and superficially 'irrational' than the predictions made by theoretical models," Kleinberg says.
And there's that nasty bit about lying. Of the 200 red balloon sightings reported to the MIT team, 80% were false. DARPA's Lee says teams detected false reports in some clever ways, with some teams even automating their detection. For example, clusters of reported balloon sightings that contained identical coordinates, to the third decimal, were regarded as fake because real sightings from multiple people always have some slight variation. "So there is this general concept of being able to use relatively straightforward data-mining techniques to quickly derive the characteristics between good and bad information," Lee says.
Finally 
